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Abstract. We present a statically checkable, sufficient, syntactic criterion for implementing the 
environment argument in a denotational definition as a global stack variable. We also show how 
such an environment can be implemented as a compile-time symbol table. If the denotational 
definition also supports a global store variable, the store can be implemented as run-time primary 
storage, and a conventional compile/evaluate implementation results. In addition to its value for 
implementation, the criterion is useful for understanding the relationship between functional and 
imperative programming language styles. We present two examples. 
Introduction 
A language’s denotational definition specifies a semantics and suggests an 
implementation. We seek the implementation from the clues presented by the 
domains and valuation functions. Existent compiler generating systems that process 
traditional (lambda-calculus-style) denotational semantics [ 16,231 often ignore the 
clues and produce slow processors that generate inefficient object code. Local 
optimizations improve the situation [23], but efficient implementations must be 
developed by exploiting global properties- the clues-in the definition. In an earlier 
paper [30], we studied one such global property: the “serializability” of the semantic 
store argument. We deemed this property single-threading and implemented a 
single-threaded store argument as a global variable. In [31], we synthesized conven- 
tional control structures for a language that was single-threaded in its store. 
Now we tackle a related problem: the implementation of the semantic environment 
argument. We show that with a reduction strateg; called block cull-by-value reduction 
and a suitable notion of block, we can detect when an environment argument can 
be implemented as a global stack. A definition that supports a global environment 
stack is stack single-threaded. Our criterion for verifying stack single-threading is a 
statically checkable, syntactic one. A language designer may make conscious use 
of it in the act of language definition. The criterion also establishes a relationship 
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between the stack single-threading style of functional programming and imperative 
programming with global stack data structures. 
We also examine the relationship between environment and store processing. A 
language whose denotational definition is stack single-threaded in its environment 
and single-threaded in its store can be implemented in the traditional compile/evalu- 
ate fashion. 
We present two examples. 
1. Background 
We use traditional denotational semantics function notation [32,41]. The domain 
calculus includes first-order domains (e.g., Nat, 77, Locn), and function space 
domains: 
P E First-order-domain, 
D E Domain, E E Expression, 
x E Identifier, f E Operator, 
D::=PID,-+D*, 
We usually omit the domain superscripts when writing expressions. 
The rewriting rule schemes are the usual ones: 
p-rule: (Ax.B)AJ[A/x]B, 
S-rule: (fAIA2 - - - AA-‘[A,l~nl~ -- [A,l4[A,lM-4 
where operator f is defined as faluz - * - a, = B 
and (fA,A2 - - - A,) abbreviates ((- - - ((fA,)A,) - - -)A,,). 
Recall that an expression is open if it contains an occurrence of an identifier x0 
that does not reside within an abstraction (Ax,.B). Such an identifier x0 is called 
free. An expression that is not open is closed. We always work with closed expressions, 
and we assume that $-rules produce closed expressions when they rewrite closed 
expressions. (It is easy to prove that p-rules do this.) An expression E is a proper 
subexpression of E’ if E is a subexpression of E’ and E # E’. 
We treat the abstraction construction as strict, that is, I[(Ax.B)~I = 1. Thus, a 
call-by-value reduction strategy can be used with the rewriting rules: 
1.1. Definition. An expression is: 
(i) trivial if it is an identifier. 
(ii) active if it is not properly contained in an abstraction. 
(iii) a redex if it is active, closed, matches the left-hand side of a rewriting rule, 
and no proper, active, closed subexpression matches the left-hand side of a 
rewriting rule. 
(iv) in normal form if it has no redexes. 
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Recall that the result of rewriting a redex is called the contractum of the redex. 
The reduction strategy rewrites redexes until no more exist. It is a call-by-value 
(cbv) reduction strategy because a combination (Ax.B)A is not a redex until A is 
in normal form. Although nonstrict abstractions and a c?ll-by-name reduction 
strategy is the tradition for a denotational semantics metalanguage [41], strict 
abstractions and a call-by-value rewriting strategy work fine with a domain theory 
of strict function spaces or even a domain theory of complete partially ordered sets 
that may lack I-elements [28,32]. Only languages that manipulate infinite data 
structures can not be simply described. 
Given an expression, say that we wish to replace all occurrences of arguments 
from a domain S with references to an S-typed global variable. For example, pointers 
to a global Store variable could be used in place of occurrences of Store-typed 
values in Fig. 1. (Note: access: Identifier+ Store + Nat finds the number bound to 
(As. (As. updare [ Yj ((As. access [Xl s)s plus one)s) ((As. update [IX1 zero s)s))s,, 
=3 (As. update [ Yl ((As. access [[Xls)s plus one)s) ((As. updare [Xl zero s)so) 
+ (As. update /f Yn ((As. access [Xjs)s plus one)s) (update [Xl zero s,,) 
+ (As. update [ Yj ((As. access i[X]ls)s pIus one)s)s, 
where s, = [uxg- zeroIs, 
+ update [ Yn ((As. access UXgs)s, plus one)s, 
+ update [ YjJ ((access [Xns,) plus one)s, 
+ update [[ Yj (zero plus one)s, 
=$ update [ YJ one s, 
* sz, where s, = [[ qHonr]s, 
Fig. 1. 
an identifier in the store, and update: Identifier + Nat + Store + Store creates a store 
with a new binding. We write plus: Nat x Nat + Nat in infix form. Also, the 
expression [i w n]s abbreviates (A?$( equals i’i)( n)(si’)).) The global variable would 
successively hold the values so, s,, and s2 during the reduction. The optimization 
works because the cbv strategy lock-steps the reduction so that no store updates 
clash with store accesses. An expression that is single-threaded in its store argument 
can be implemented this way. 
Single-threading can be detected by flow analysis methods [4, 10,171 or by static 
syntactic criteria [13,30,35]. We prefer the latter, because a language designer (or 
a functional programmer) can make conscious use of the criteria while defining a 
new programming language (or while writing a functional program). Also, the latter 
seem more capable of dealing with higher-order expressions. Here are syntactic 
criteria [30] for verifying that an expression is single-threaded in its use of S-values: 
1.2. Theorem. An expression E is single-threaded in its domain S if 
(i) E is xD orfD. 
(ii) E is (Ax~I.E~~)~~-‘~z, E, is single-threaded, and 
if D, = S, then all free (i.e., active) S-typed identifiers in E, are xs; 
if D, # S, then E, has no active S-typed expressions. 
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(iii) E is (E, D~+D2E;Y~)Dz, E, and Ez are single-threaded, and 
if Dz # S, then if both E, and Ez contain one or more active S-typed expressions, 
then all of the active S-typed expressions in E must be occurrences of the 
same identifier xs; 
if D, # S, then all occurrences of active S-typed expressions in E must be 
occurrences of the same identijier xs. 
Proof. See [30]. 0 
(In [30], condition (ii) was called the “immediate evaluation” condition and 
condition (iii) was called the “noninterference” condition.) 
The single-threading criteria can be verified in one traversal of an expression’s 
derivation tree. The criteria are also easy to remember; for S= Store, SE Store, 
the expressions (hs.As’.s), (ALaccessis,), (update [Al (access [Al sO) 
(update [Al zeroso)), and (access [Al (update [An zeroso)) stand out as clear violations 
of conditions (ii), (ii), (iii), and (iii), respectively. 
We implement the single-threading detection/transformation in an obvious man- 
ner: say that a language designer who has written a semantic definition believes 
that the definition’s Store domain should be implemented as a global variable. He 
tells this to the compiler generating system, which verifies that the conditions of 
Theorem 1.2 hold for the Store domain. If they do, a store variable is inserted as 
described in [31]. The transformation step also takes just one traversal of the 
expression tree. If the semantic definition does not satisfy the conditions of Theorem 
1.2, the offending subpart is noted and shown to the language designer, who may 
make appropriate changes. 
This implementation method relies on assistance from the language designer. An 
implementation could operate without assistance by methodically checking each of 
the finitely many semantic domains in the definition for single-threadedness. 
2. A global stack variable 
We now present a criterion that detects when occurrences of values from a domain 
D can be converted into references to a global stack variable. Consider the definition 
in Fig. 2. 
This langtr-ye can be implemented with a global environment stack. When a 
[let D in E endI block is executed, the stack’s top is marked by pushing a “level 
marker” onto its top. Then the bindings in D are placed onto the stack. Then E 
evaluates with the stack. When E finishes, the stack is popped down to the level 
marker, and the marker is discarded. This implementation is hinted in the reduction 
in Fig. 3: a global stack could be used in place of the individual environment values. 
But note that the order of reductions is critical. We must use a restricted version 
of call-by-value reduction that we call block call-by-value (bcbv) reduction. In block 
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Abstract syntax: 
E E Expression 
DE Definition 
Z E Identifier 
NE Numeral 
E::=let D in E eod)E,+Ez)ZIN 
D::=Z=E(D,;D2 
Semantic algebras: 
I. Natural numbers 
Domain Nat = N 
Operations 
plus : Nat x Nat + Nat 
II. Environments 
Domain e E Env = Identifier-t Nat 
Operations 
new: Em 
new = hi. zero 
find: Identifier-, Em + Nat 
Jndie=ei 
bind : Identifier+ Nat + Em+ Env 
bindine=[itin]e 
Valuation functions: 
E: Expression + bnv + Nat 
E(Ilet D in E endj = I\e.EI[E~(D[DJe) 
E[E,+ E2~=Ae.E~E,IJeplus EI[EJe 
E[ZJ = Ae. $nd I[Zje 
E[Nj = r\e.N([Nn 
D: Definition + Env --, Env 
D([Z = Ej = Ae. bind [Zn (EgEJe)e 
DUD,;D211=he.DUD2D(DUD,le) 
IV: Numeral -P Nat (omitted) 
Fig. 2. 
call-by-value reduction, the redex that is contracted must be in the innermost open 
block. By “open, ” we mean that a reduction of some redex in the block has occurred 
and the block has not yet redrced to a normal form. (We formalize these notions 
shortly.) In Fig. 3, we reduced the right inner block B2 completely before we reduced 
the left inner block Bl. Oince B2 was completely reduced, the bindings it added to 
the environment e, are no longer needed and can be discarded. Bl was then reduced, 
and its environment e, was built from e, . Block call-by-value reduction forbids the 
parallel reduction of the two inner blocks. 
In the Appendix we prove that block call-by-value reduction discovers normal 
forms exactly when call-by-value reduction does. 
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let Bl=let A=! in Aend 
and B2=let B=2 in A+B end 
in 
Enlet A = 0 in Bl + B2 esdnq, 
= E[Bl+ BZjj(D~A=O~e,,) 
= E[Bl + B2le, 
where e,[[Aj/Hzero]e, 
= EI[Bl]e, pfus E[B2je, 
= E[Bl]e, plus (E[A+ Bl(D[B= 2jje,)) 
= E[Bl]e, P/US (E[Ane, plus E[Bne,) 
where e2 = [[Bj- mole, 
= ElIBlUe, plus ((find UAlh~ PIUS (find UBllkd) 
= EUBlUe, plus (zero plus two) 
= E[slne, ~/US two 
= (E[AD (DI[A= l]e,)) plus IWO 
= (EgAIJe,) plus IWO 
where e, = [I[An++one]e, 
= one plus two = fhree 
Fig. 3. 
The notion of “block” need not be tied to the syntax of the defined language; it 
can be tied to the function expressions themselves. Let Em be the domain of 
environments. 
2.1. Definition. An Env-block B is an expression (E,EJ such that B ti Env, Ez E Em, 
and Ez is nontrivial. 
An Enu-block (E1E2) produces a value from El that depends on the environment 
defined by E,. Once the value is produced, the environment can be discarded. 
E[A+ B](D[B = 2le,) is an example of an Enu-block, whereas DI[B = 2]e, is not. 
2.2. Definition. The scope expression of an Env-block B is the expression obtained 
by replacing maximal proper subblocks B’ in B by expressions (fs,e, - - - e,), where 
fsP is a newly generated constant and e,, . . . , e,, E Env are the occurrences of all 
the free Env-typed identifiers in B’. 
The scope expression of an Env-block shows the usage of environment values in 
the block. The management of the environment in an inner block B’ is that inner 
block’s business, so we abstract it away with (feSe, - - - e,,). As an example, the scope 
expression of: 
E[let A = 0 in Bl + B2 endIe, 
= (Ae.E[Bl]e plus E[B2Je)(DI[A = ODeJ 
= (Ae.(Ae.E[A](D[A = l]e))e plus (Ae.E[A+ B](D[B = 2jje))e) 
(WA=WJ 
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is: 
(Ae.(AeJB,e)e plus (Ae.fs,e)e)(DI[A =OleO) 
2.3. Definition. An algebra Env is stack-like if Env has a domain whose values are 
representable as stacks, and each of the operations in the algebra take one of the 
following forms: 
(a) new: Env, which produces an “empty stack”. 
(b) f:D,+. - --* 0, + Em+ Env, Dj @ Env, 1 s is n, which produces its result 
by performing a “stack push” on its Env argument. 
(c) g:Dr+***-, Dn-r + Env+ D,,, Di!Z Env, 1 s is n, which produces its result 
by performing a “stack lookup” on its Env argument. 
For example, the algebra: 
Domain Env = (Identifier x iVat)* 
with operations: 
new = nil 
bind ine=(i,n):e 
find = get, where 
get i nil = zero 
get i (i,n):Z=n 
get i (j,n):l=getil, ifj#i 
is a first-order version of the algebra in Fig. 2 [27]. It is stack-like. (The “:” represents 
list cons). 
An expression E is stack single-threaded if occurrences of identifiers e E Env in 
E can be replaced by references (“pointers”) to a global stack variable without 
changing the normal form (if any) that results from E’s block call-by-value reduction. 
2.4. Theorem. E is stack single-threaded in its stack-like Env domain (with respect o 
block call-by-value reduction), if the scope expression of each Env-block in E is 
single-threaded in its Env argument. 
An abbreviated proof of the theorem appears in the Appendix; the complete 
version appears in [33]. The key ideas behind the proof are: 
(1) Each block handles its environment in single-threaded fashion, so the environ- 
ment can be implemented as a global variable within the block. New bindings 
are pushed onto the global variable, and occurrences of identifiers e E Env 
in the block point to the variable. 
(2) An outer block initiates inner block entry by passing its global variable into 
the inner block, trusting the inner block to do no more than push new bindings 
onto it. 
(3) The outer block recovers from inner block exit by popping the local bindings 
established by the inner block. 
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Block call-by-value reduction guarantees that there is at most one innermost open 
block and that all open blocks are nested. The bindings on the global stack constitute 
exactly the bindings needed by the open blocks. 
Any denotational definition whose valuation functions are stack single-threaded 
generates denotations that are stack single-threaded. Thus, the conversion to a global 
stack can be performed directly on the denotational definition. 
The definition in Fig. 2 is stack single-threaded in its environment argument. We 





transform the Env-algebra into an Env-“object” in several steps: 
We create a variable e : that holds an environment value. Since 
stack-like, we level markers to the levels of on 
the stack. for a.n example.) 
Environment object: 
var e: ((Identifier x Nat) u {“[eveI”})* 
Operations 
new : Unit 
flew = (e := nil) 
find: Identifier+ Unit + Nat 
jindi()=getie, where 
get i nil = zero 
get i (i, n):e’= n 
gefi(j,n):e’=getie’, if i#j 
get i leveke’ = get i e’ 
bind: Identifier + Nat + Unit + Unit 
bindin ()=(e:=(i,n):e) 
Side effects: 
Contraction of (rtmarkB)( ) causes e:= feveke 
Contraction of (releaseu) causes e:= e’such that e = b,,: . - * :b,,:level:e' 
and no bi = level, for 0 s i 1~, n 
Change to semantic equation: 
E[let D in E endn = r\e.(Amark. release (E[El(D[DDe)))( ) 
Fig. 4. 
We make operations f: D, + - - - + D, + Env + Env, defined fd, . . . d,,e = 
B, nz0, into f:D,-,,..-,D”-,Unit-,Unit, defined fd,-..d,()= 
(e := B). References to e in B refer to the variable. (Unit is the domain 
with one value, represented by ( ).) 
We make operations g: D,+. - -+ D,,-l+ Env+ D,, defined 
gd, - - - d,,_,e= B, into g: D,+* - -+ D,,-,+ Unit+ D,, defined 
gd, - - - d,_,( ) = B. References to e in B refer to the variable. 
(2) To match the changes in step 1, we make Env = Unit in the semantic equations. 
(Unit is the domain with a single element ( ).) All abstractions (Ae.B) :Env + D 
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now take ( ) as their argument. The ( )-value is a “pointer” or “access right” 
to the environment variable. 
(3) We transform every block B in the semantic definition into (Amark re- 
lease B)( ), where (Amark. - - -) is an abstraction that accepts a dummy argu- 
ment ( ): Unit, and rdease is a new operator. 
Side effects occur when these two new constructs are contracted: 
(a) When (Amark. B)( )+B, a level marker (represented by the constant 
level) is pushed onto the top of the stack variable e. 
(b) When (release E)* E, the stack variable e is popped down to the topmost 
level marker, and the marker itself is also popped. 
We use hmark and release for our convenience, so that we can easily see 
when a block has been opened (it rewrites to (reZease E)) and when a block 
closes (( reZease v) rewrites to u, u in normal form). 
Figure 4 shows the Env-object for the definition in Fig. 2. The only block in 
Fig. 2 appears in the semantic equation for [let D in E end%. 
Using a global environment, Fig. 5 repeats the reduction in Fig. 3. The ( )-values 
that replace Env-values act as access right markers to the global stack. The 
letBl=letA=linAend 
and B2=let B=2 in A+B end 
in 
E[let A = 0 in Bl + B2 end]( ) 
and e:= e, 
= (he.(hmark reZease (EBB1 + BZn(DI[A =Olle)))( ))( ) 
= (hmark. release. (E[Sl+ B2](D[A = O]( ))))( ) 
= release (E[Sl+ B2] (D[A = Og( ))) 
and e := level: e, 
=release (E[Bl+B2]( )) 
and e:= ([Al, zero):Zevel:e, 
= release (E[Bl~( ) plus E[B2]( )) 
= release (E[Bl]( ) plus (Amark. release (ERA+ B] (DUB = 21( ))))( )) 
= release (E[Sl]( ) plus (release (E[A+Bl (DI[B=2]( ))))) 
and e:= level:([Aj, zero):level:e, 
= release (E[Sl]( ) plus release (E[Al( ) plus E[Bl( ))) 
and e:= ([Bj, two):level:(I[A]l, zero):level:e, 
= release (E[Bl]( ) plus release ((Jind UAj( )) plus (find UBll( )))) 
= release (E[Sl]( ) plus release (zero plus two)) 
= release (E[Sl]( ) plus two)) 
and e:= ([AD, zero):level:e, 
= release (release (E[AJ(DUA = l]( ))) p/us two) 
and e:= level:([Al, zero):level:e, 
= release (release (E[A]( )) plus two) 
and e := ([Al, one):level:([A], zero):Zevel:e, 
= release (one plus two) 
and e := (@Al, zero): level: e, 
= release three 
= three and e := e, 
Fig. 5. 
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( )-values that are arguments to (Amark. - - -) abstractions trigger block entry. In 
both usages, a ()-value is a control marker that shows which subexpression may 
next reduce. Note again the crucial role that block call-by-value reduction plays. 
We implement the stack single-threading transformation similarly to the single- 
threading transformation. If a compiler generating system has been asked to trans- 
form Enu values into a global stack, it must: 
(i) traverse the semantic definition and identify all Env-blocks; 
(ii) traverse the definition and verify that each Env-block is single-threaded; 
(iii) verify that the Env algebra is stack-like; and 
(iv) transform the definition as described above. 
Steps (i), (ii), and (iv) require one traversal each, so if step (iii) takes polynomial 
time, so will the entire transformation. There are several easy-to-detect patterns of 
algebra definition that are stack-like or can be converted to stack-like format [27,32]. 
At this point in the research, it is not known if a “broad” criterion for “stack-like 
algebra” exists. 
3. Compile-time environment processing 
Imperative block-structured languages usually possess a compile-time processing 
stage and a run-time processing stage. We can implement these two stages for a 
language whose semantics uses environments and stores. We perform two reductions 
on a program denotation. During the first reduction, the compile-time stage, we 
contract those redexes that use environment arguments. The expressions containing 
store arguments are not reduced. The result of the first reduction, orparfiul evaluation 
[7,12], is a residuuZ expression. During the second reduction, the run-time stage, we 
reduce all remaining redexes in the residual expression. In this section, we show 
how to use a global stack symbol table during the compile-time reduction. 
We call a domain a run-rime domain if its values are not to be reduced at 
compile-time. The Store domain is the usual example of a run-time domain. We 
decorate the types of an expression to show which subexpressions may be reduced 
at compile-time and which ones must be reduced at run-time. 
A run-time domain P is decorated as g We alter the domain calculus in 
Section 1 to read: 
P E First-order-domain 
D E Domain 
ct E Compile-time-domain 
rt E Run-time-domain 
D::=ct Irt 
ct:=P~ct+D~rt+rf 
rt := 4 1 rt 3 rt 
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This calculus is Nielson and Nielson’s TML calculus [19,20]. Note the three 
versions of functions. A function in domain ct + D may be applied to a compile-time 
argument at compile-time. A function in rt + rt may not be applied at compile-time, 
but it can be used as an argument to a compile-time function; it resembles “object 
code,” which can be built, but not applied, at compile-time. A mapping in rt 5 rt 
represents a value available only at run-time, like a closure; it can be neither applied 
nor used as an argument at compile-time. 
We use the new domain calculus to type expressions. (An abstraction can be 
typed with any of three versions of function types.) We call an expression that is 
typed with the new domain calculus a decorated expression. 
Let S be a run-time domain; that is, all occurrences of S-values are types s. Xere 
are three examples of decorated expressions: 
(((bind I~(N--r(E=E))il)N~(E=E) ((a,,,,,‘-ts-N)Z’)s-NSS)N)E~EeE)E 
(AsS_e”)“‘” 
(((bind I-+((S-+N)+(E+E)).I ($G-+N)+(E+E) 1) (access 
L-(S~N)IL)S~N)E-E~E)E 
The decorations show the consequences of the run-time S-values. The first example 
shows that the operation bind is forced to treat its second and third arguments as 
run-time values, so bind will not reduce at compile-time. The second example shows 
that the body of an abstraction is a run-time value when the abstraction’s argument 
is a run-time value, so e will be retained to run-time. The third example shows that 
(access I) can be handled as an argument at compile-time, that is, run-time “code” 
can be saved in a compile-time environment. 
The TML-typing decorations can be manually inserted by the language designer, 
or they can be added by an algorithm. Algorithms that decorate an undecorated 
expression, based on information on what are the run-time domains, are given in 
[l&21,34]. 
3.1. Definition. (i) An abstraction (hx.B) is usable at compile-time if it has type 
ct + D; otherwise it is unusable. 
(ii) An n-ary S-operator f is usable at compile-time if it has type ct, + ctz+ - - - + 
ct, + 0, n > 0. (If n = 0, then DE ct.) Otherwise, it is unusable. 
(iii) An expression is active at compile-time if it is not contained in the body of 
a usable abstraction. 
Only usable operators may reduce at compile-time. 
We now redefine the notion of “redex” from Section 1. The definition matches 
the original, if the expression under consideration uses no run-time domains. 
3.2. Definition. An expression is: 
(i) compile-time reducible if it matches the left-hand side of a rewriting rule and 
its operator part (that is, (Ax-B) off) is usable. 
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(ii) a compile-time redex if it is closed, active, compile-time reducible, and no 
proper, closed, active subexpression is compile-time reducible. 
Let E’ be a decorated, closed expression such that no subexpression is typed 8. 
3.3. Theorem. E’ is single-threaded in its S-domain with respect to compile-time 
reduction if it satisfies the criteria of Theorem 1.2 (where “+” is read as “+ or *“) 
with one alteration: clause (ii) now reads: 
“E is (Ax~I.E~‘)~I’~ 2, E, is single-threaded, and if E is usable at compile-time, 
then. . .” 
This new criterion admits compile-time global variables. 
3.4. Corollary. E’ is stack single-threaded at compile-time in its stack-like algebra 
Env if it contains nom-typed subexpressions and satis$es the criterion of Theorem 2.4. 
The proofs of Theorem 3.3, Corollary 3.4, and related propositions are found in 
[33, 341. 
We use these results to build a compiler. We treat a language’s semantic definition 
as a syntax-directed translation scheme, and we modify it as follows: 
(1) If the definition satisfies the criteria of Theorem 1.2 for its Store-values, we 
insert a global store variable. The variable will be used at run-time. 
(2) We identify the Store domain as a run-time domain and decorate the 
definition’s semantic equations accordingly. 
(3) If the decorated definition satisfies the criterion of Corollary 3.4, we insert a 
global environment stack variable. The variable will be used at compile-time. 
We compile a source language program by translating it to its denotation and 
then performing a compile-time block call-by-value reduction on the denotation. 
This yields a residual expression. 
We evaluate the compiled program by reducing the residual expression. 
Here is an example. Consider the imperative language in Fig. 6, which can be 
implemented in a compile/evaluate style. This language is single-threaded in its 
Store domain, so we introduce a store variable. (We don’t show this step here; see 
[30]). Next, we identify the Store domain as a run-time domain and decorate the 
definition. The C function now appears: 
C: Command+E+#+S 
C[C,;C,l = heEM, C[CJE’“‘“eE( C[C,j”‘“‘” eE ss)’ 
Cubegin D in C end] = AeE.CgCnE’“‘“(DEDn”‘EeE)E 
C[I := En = AeE.Ass. updateL+N+S(jind’+E+L [Zn’e”)” 
WED E+IJI~E~S)Y~~ 
We next discern that the definition is stack single-threaded in its Env domain. 
Figure 7 presents the new version of the Env algebra. Since the original environment 
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Abstract syntax: 
P E Program 
C E Command 
DE Declaration 
E E Expression 
Z E Identifier 
NE Numeral 
p::= C. 
C::=C,;C,lbegin D in C endlZ:= E 
D::=var Z 1 D,;D2 
E::=zjN 
Semantic algebras: 
I. Natural numbers 
Domain Nat = N 
II. Storage Locations 




Domain e E Env = (Identifier+ Locn) x Locn 
Operations 
new : Env 
new = (Ai. err, zero) 
jind : Identifier + Env + Locn 
find i (map, I) = map(i) 
bind : Identifier+ Env + Env 
-hind i (map, [)=([I-Ornap, lplusone) 
Primary storage 
Domain Store = Locn + Nat 
Operations 
access :Locn + Store + Nat 
access 1 s = s(f) 
update :Locn + Nat + Store + Store 
update 1 n s = [I- n]s 
Valuation functions: 
P: Program + Store -, Store 
pliC.l= C[[Cl new / 
C: Command -, Env + %Gore + Store 
CgC,;C,] = Ae.As.~[C,]e(C[C,Iles) 
Cubegin D in Cend] =Ae.C[Cn (D[Dne) 
C(lZ := El = heAs. update (find [ZQe) (E[Eles) s 
D: Declaration + Env + Env 
D[D,;DJ = Ae.D[D,n (DUD&) 
Duvar Zn = he. bind [Zne 
E: Expression --, Env + Store -+ Nat 
E[Zl= Ae. access (jnd [ZIle) 
E[Nn = Ae.As.N[Nn 
N: Numeral -, Nar (omitted) 
Fig. 6. 
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Environment module: 
var e : Enu = ((Identifier x Locn) u {revel})* x Locn* 
Operations 
new : Unit 
new = (e:= (ni/, zero:nil)) 
jind : Identifier+ Unit + Locn 
find i( ) = let (msr, Ist) = e in search i msr 
where search i nil = err 
search i (i, I):mst’= I 
search i (j, l):mst’= search i mst’, where j # i 
search i level: mst’ = search i mst’ 
bind : Identifier + Unit + Unit 
bind i ( ) = (e:= let (mst, I:lst) = e in ((i, l):mst, (I plus one):&)) 
Side effects: 
Contracting (hmark. B)( ) causes e:= (let (mst, I:lst)= e in (levekmsf, I:l:lst)) 
Contracting (release u) causes e := (let (b,: * . . :b,,:level:mst, /:lst)=e in (msr, /St)) where &#level, 
OGiGn 
Change to semantic equation: 
C{begin W in C end1 =he. (hmark. release (C[C] (W[Dne)))( ) 
Fig. 7. 
values were pairs, the new variable is a pair of stacks. (The variable could just as 
well be a stack of pairs.) The first stack holds the identifier-location bindings and 
the second stack holds the extent of allocated storage for the nested blocks. Both 
stacks are popped on block exit. 
Figure 8 shows the translation of a program. (The type information is omitted.) 
We perform a compile-time bcbv reduction on the denotation. The environment 
variable acquires several values during the reduction: 
(1) (~7, zero) is its value at the beginning of the reduction. 
(2) (([A], zero):levef:nil, one:zero) is its value within the block containing [var Al. 
(3) (([B], one):Zevel:([A]), zero):Zevel: nil, two:one:zero) is its value within the 
block containing [var B]. 
(4) ((UC], one):level:([A], zero):level:nil, two:one:zero) is its value within the 
block containing [var Cl. 
Here is the residual expression, the “compiled program”: 
As. 
(As(hs. update one (As. eight)s s) 
((As. update one (access zero s)s)s) 
)((As. updatezero (As. seven)s s)s 
If we relax our rules and reduce combinations of the form (As.B)s to B, we obtain 
even simpler “lambda-code”: 
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let 
Bl=beginvarBinA:=Bend 
B2 = begin var C in C := 8 end 
in 
Plbegio var A in A := 7;Bl;B2 end.]( new) 
4 
Cubegin var A in A:= 7:Bl;B2 end.] 
J 
Ae.(Amark release (C[IA:= 7;Bl;B2j (DiJvar A]e)))( ) 
I 
J 









Ae.(Amark release (C([A := B] (Duvar B]e)))( ) 
I 
L 
he. bind I[B]e 
Ae.As. update (find [B]e) (E[A]es)s 
4 
” 
le. access (find (Ale) 
he. (Amark. release (C[C:= 80 (D[var C]e)))( ) 
I 
4 
he. bind [C]e 





(As. (As. update one eight s) 
(update one (access zero s) s) 
)( update zero seven s) 
Finally, if we apply the control binding transformation described in [31], we obtain: 
update zero seven ; 
update one (access zero); 
update one eight 
where the expression E,; E2 abbreviates (As. EJ El. The postfix representation of the 
above sequence is just conventional stack code: 
sewn zero update; zero access one update; eight one update 
To run the program, we perform a cbv reduction, using the store variable. 
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4. Related work 
Single-threading is well-rooted in semantics “folklore” [41]. Sethi [38] and Raoult 
and Sethi [26] used a “pebbling game” on a program tree to study the property. 
Pebbles represent stored values, and a program tree that can be reduced with but 
one pebble enjoys the single-pebbling property. If multiple pebbles are used, but 
they distribute through the tree in a “stacked” pattern, then the chain-pebbling 
property appears. Sethi gave conditions under which single- and chain-pebblings 
can and can not occur for arbitrary programs. In the general case, the decision if 
a single-pebbling exists is NP-complete. 
As noted in Section 1, Mycroft [17], Hudak [lo], and Bruynooghe [4] have 
applied how analysis techniques to detecting the single-threading of list and array 
values in first-order functional languages. The analyses note when a value that is 
used in an expression to define a new value is no longer needed; in such a case, 
the existing valueqan be updated in place to create the new value. These techniques 
have the advantage of detecting “local variables” instead of just “global variables,” 
but the methods apply to first-order function languages, not the fully higher-order 
ones, and they are not designed to detect stack single-threading. Schwartz [3S] 
introduced a method of manual annotation for labelling which values in a function 
expression could share storage; single-threading is implemented based on the anno- 
tation information. Jprrring and Scherlis [13] used a related technique. Pettorossi 
[25] has investigated the sharing of storage celis by distinct values in the course of 
a function program’s computation. 
The single-threading problem also relates to problems in serializing data base 
accesses and updates [2, 22, 36, 401. 
Ershov [7] defined a technique called freezing and showed how to compile a 
program by mapping it through a semantic definition and reducing “unfrozen” 
(compile-time) redexes. The presentation in Section 3 is based on his general 
approach. As mentioned earlier, the decorated type calculus is a minor variant of 
Nielson and Nielson’s TML calculus [19,20]. TML is a metalanguage for denota- 
tional semantics. TML makes explicit the compile-time and run-time stages in 
semantic definitions with distinct notations for compile-time and run-time 
expressions. 
Conclusion 
We have presented the stack single-threadiitg property, given sufficient conditions 
for its existence, and presented a methodology for using it in compiler generation. 
Stack single-threading is but one tool in a collection of compiler construction 
techniques that constitute a “compiler writer’s workbench” [ 14,431. Significant’ 
progress towards the workbench has already been made [I, 5, 12, 15, 16, 23, 32, 
391, and we anticipate a useful implementation in the near future. 
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Appendix. Proof of Theorem 2.4 
The full version of the proof appears in [33]. 
We deal with three languages: the source language, an intermediate language, and 
a target language. The source language is standard function notation. The intermedi- 
ate language is the source language augmented by the mark and release constructions. 
The rewritine *r*te b I,. .s for the constructions in the intermediate language are: 
(hmark. E)( )+E 
(release E ) =3 E 
The target language is the intermediate language augmented with the global stack 
variable. 
We prove Theorem 2.4 in two stages: 
We show that block call-by-value reduction on an intermediate expression corre- 
sponds to call-by-value reduction on the corresponding source language expression. 
We show that block call-by-value reduction on the target expression with its stack 
variable corresponds to block call-by-value reduction on the corresponding inter- 
mediate expression. 
A.1. Correspondence of intermediate language to source language 
Figure 9 defines the two translation functions between the source and intermediate 
languages. 
&, : source + intermediate 
4dAx.E) = hx.dJs,(E) 
&,(E,E& = (Amark release (&,(E,)&(E2)))( ), if (E,EJ is a block 
(4s,(EIMs16~2)), otherwise 
$,s : intermediate + source 
&s(x)=x 
+ME,EJ = h(B), if (El&) = (Amark.B)( ) 
&( &), if E, = release 
(J/rs(Ei)9rs(E2)). otherwise 
Jlls(Ax.E)=(Ax.&(E)), if xfmark 
Fig. 9. 
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A.l. Proposition. If R is a finite set of redexes in an expression E, then there is a 
complete R-reduction from E, and all complete R-reductions from E end in the same 
expression. 
Proof. This standard result for the lambda-calculus with the usual (“call-by-name”) 
reduction strategy is proved in [6]. The result also holds for cbv reduction: in cbv 
reduction, redexes contain no other redexes, so the proof is trivial. Cl 
A.2. Proposition. For all E E source, E +* E’ (using cbv) ifl&, (E) a* E” (using 
cbv) and (CI,s(E”) = E’ 
Proof. First, note that this result requires call-by-value reduction on the intermediate 
expression &(E). The proof is a tracking proof [3,6,44]. An often used fact is 
that +rs performs a complete reduction (using call-by-name reduction) of the residual 
set consisting of all the mark and release combinations in its argument. By Proposi- 
tion A.l, the reduction can be undertaken in any order and still produce the same 
final expression. We also use the proposition: t,k,s([A/x]B) = [&s(A)/x]$,s(R), 
which is proved by an induction on the structure of B. 
Now we prove the result. The basis step is: 9 ,S 0 &, = ids, which is proved by an 
easy induction on the structure of the source language expressions. 
The inductive step is: clrrs( E) +* E’ iff E +* E” and +,s(E”) = E’. 
Zf: We prove that the diagram in Fig. 10 commutes for n = 1 and m = *. The 
proof is by cases on the redex R contracted in E + E’ and is straightforward. 
h(E) _1”_, E’= +,,(E”) 
Fig. 10 
Only if: We prove that the diagram in Figure 10 commutes for m = 1 and n = *. 
We need the following lemma: 
Lemma. For all A E intermediate and A’ E source, if&, (A) = A’, and A is closed and 
active, and A’ is in normal form, then A can be reduced via contraction of mark and 
reduce redexes to a normal form that equals A’ in all its active subexpressions. 
Proof. The proof is an induction on the structure of A: 
(i) A=x: Trivial. 
(ii) A = (hx.B), x # mark: Trivial. 
(iii) A = (El E2): Consider these subcases: 
(a) A is (Amark.B)( ): easy. 
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(b) A = (release B): P.pply the inductive hypothesis and contract the release 
redex. 
(c) A is (Ax.B)C: This case is not possible. 
(d) A is (fi), wheref is a &operator: Then $,s(A) = (f+,(E)), a normal 
form. Thus, I,I~~&E) is also closed, active, and a normal form. By the inductive 
hypothesis, E can be reduced to a normal form E’. So, is (fE’) in normal 
form? If it isn’t, then it is a b-redex. But since E’ matches ICI,,(E) at all 
active subexpressions, then (f&(E)) must be a redex as well. Hence, the 
expression is indeed in normal form. 
(e) A is ((&&)Ez): Then &(A) = ((~,s(E,,)~,s(E~~))~~~(E~)), which is 
in normal form. By the inductive hypothesis, we obtain an expression 
((A,,A12)AZ), whose components are all in normal form. If a redex resides 
therein, then it must also reside in &(A), but this is not possible. q 
Now, back to the proof of the “only if” part: consider the redex R contracted 
in t,!+JE)+E’: 
(i) R = (hx.B)A: R is homologous to some (Ax.B’)A’ in E such that B = Jlrs( B’) 
and A = $,(A’). Since R is active, and 1,4,~ merely removes redexes (and doesn’t 
add them), (Ax.B’)A’ does not reside in an abstraction (Ay.C), for y # murk Say 
that (Ax.B’)A’ resides within n nested, unopened blocks. Then we perform n 
contractions of murk redexes, making (Ax.B’)A’ active. (The murk redexes are 
properly nested, hence a cbv reduction can occur.) Now consider A’. By the above 
lemma, A’ can be reduced to a normal form value A” by contracting only murk and 
release redexes. Also, $,,(A’) = &,(A”). Now we can contract (Ax.B’)A”, and 
+,,([A”/x]B’) = [I,&(A”)/x]~,,(B’) = [$,s(A’)/x]$,s(B), which is the contractum 
of R. 
(ii) R is (f’A, - - - A,): Similar to case (i) just stated. 0 
From [ll, 301 we know that call-by-value reduction is confluent. 
A.3. Theorem. For all E, v E intermediate, v in normal form, E =$* v (using cbv) ifl 
E +* v (using bcbv). 
Proof. If: Immediate. 
OnZy if: We show that E’JE, (by redex R using cbv) and E,,%* v (using bcbv), 
imply E’+* v (using bcbv). Then an induction whose basis step is: v +’ v (using 
cbv) implies v +’ v (using bcbv) and whose inductive hypothesis is: Ei 3’~ 
(using cbv) implies Ei 3” v (using bcbv) proves the result. 
If redex R resides in the innermost open block, then the result is immediate. If 
R doesn’t, it must be that R is disjoint from the innermost open block. We undertake 
a tracking proof, whose structure is seen in Fig. 11. The residual sets Ri hold the 
residuals of redex R at stage Fi. 
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F,=Ew F,=. - .a& 
Fig. 11. 
The basis step of the proof, that FO reduces to EO by contraction of R,, = {R}, is 
immediate. For the inductive step, let stage Fi reduce to Ei by contraction of the 
residual set Ri. We carry along the invariant assumptions that: (1) Ri = {R} or 
Ri = { }; (2) the residual(s) in R; are active but do not reside in the innermost open 
block; (3) the innermost open blocks in Ei and Fi are homologous. The basis step 
establishes these properties, and the inductive step preserves them. 
The proof of the inductive step is straightforward, because when Ei is contracted 
to Ei+r, it is by bcbv reduction, which is easy to mimic in Fi+ Fi+l . Eventually, 
the residual in Rj will be found active in the innermost open block and it also will 
be contracted. q 
A.4. Corollary. For all E, v E source, V’E intermediate, v and v’ in normal form, 
E +* v (using cbv) ifl &, (E) a* v’ (using bcbv) and $Is( v’) = v. 
A.2. Correspondence of target language to intermediate language 
I-Iereon, we only deal with intermediate language expressions E such that E is 
closed, stack single-threaded, and E uses only one identifier e to represent all its 
Env values. We assume that E has no active Env-values and contains no occurrences 
of the Env-constant new. 
E must also have the following property: 
AS. Definition. E has no hidden environments if E contains no abstraction 
E’ = (Ax. B), x # mark, such that an identifier e E Ena, is free in E’. 
If we use the single-threading criteria of Theorem 1.2 to help verify that E is stack 
single-threaded, then E is sure to have no hidden environments. 
We also require that we use well behaved operations (cf. [30]): 
A.6. Definition. Let A 1,. . . , A, be in normal form. An operator f is acceptable if 
the following hold: 
(i) if A, E Env, then (fA, - - - A,,) is a redex. 
(ii) if each Ai has no hidden environments, neither does the contractum of 
(fA, - - - 4th 
(iii) if (fA, * - * A,,) is stack-single threaded, so is its contractum. 
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c$,~ : intermediate + target 
&(E(k))=(E( ), k), where ke Env 
I,& : target + intermediate 
t,hT,(E, b,:level:b,+,:level: . * . :leuel:b,)={[b,: * . * :b,/#i]lOc is n}(decorate-levels(E)), 
where decorate-levels(E) =levels 0 E, 
where 
levels n x = x 
levels n ( ) = #,. if ( ) E Env 
levels n (AX.@ = (Ax. levels n B), if x # mark 
levels n (fA, . . . A,) = (f(levels n A,) * * . (levels n A,)), where f # release 
levels n (E, EJ = (hmark. release (levels n E))( ), if (E, E,) = (hmark. release E)( ) 
(release levels (n + l)E,), if E, = release 
(levels n E,)(levels n E2), otherwise 
Fig. 12. 
Figure 12 defines the translation maps between the intermediate and target 
languages. +rT maps E(k), where E : Env + 0, k E Enu, to an initial target configur- 
ation (E( ), k). The value k is the initial value of the environment stack variable. 
A target language configuration is an (E, st) pair, where E is an expression, and 
st is the value of the global stack variable. The stack st is a list of bindings, separated 
by level markers. The level markers remember the number of opened blocks in the 
expression. We say that a stack holding n level markers has leuel n, and expressions 
in the m-th nested block have level m. $ =I maps a configuration (E, st) into an 
intermediate expression by recopying the stack value st into the occurrences of 
( ) E Env values in E. A ( )-value that has level n gets the first n levels of the stack. 
Block entry and exit are tied to the reduction rules: 
(a - - (hmark.B)( ) - - -, st)+(- - - B- - *, Zevel:st) 
(- * -(releaseu) - - -, st’:ZeveZ:st)*(- - - 0. - -, st) 
such that st’ contains no occurrences of level 
The environment algebra of an intermediate expression is converted as described 
in Section 2. 
We use block call-by-value reduction on intermediate and target expressions. 
A.7. Theorem. E(k) a* E’ i$&AE(k)) a* (E”, st) and +=,(E”, st) = E’. 
Proof. The proof is a tracking proof, similar in structure to the one in Proposition 
A.2. The proof follows from these two results, which are proved as Lemmas A.8 
and A.ll: 
(i) &-I o +IT = 4 
(ii) &,(E, st) ** E’ iff (E, st) +* (E”, st”) and E’= &-,(E”, st”) Cl 
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A.8. Lemma. t,bTI 0 qbIT. = id, 
Proof. +T, 0 &(F( k)) = Jlrr (F( ), k) = [ k/#,]decorate-Zevels( F )) 
= [k/#&F #o) = F(k). Cl 
We need the next two lemmas to prove Lemma A.i 1. 
A.9. Lemma. If &(I$,( k)) +* (E,, st), and a subexpression E & Env of E, is in 
normal form, then E has no ( ) E Env values. 
Proof. Ccnsider the structure of E: 
(i) E is a constant value or an operator: obvious. 
(ii) E is an abstraction: By Definition A.6 and Definition A.5 for E,, and an 
induction on +. 
(iii) E is a combination (E,E,): E, is not an abstraction, else E is a redex. If E, 
has form (fA, * - - A,), the Ai’s and E2 are in normal form. For those Ai’s 
and E2 that are not Env-typed, the inductive hypothesis applies. If some Ai 
of E2 is Env-typed, then f must be an acceptable operator, implying that E 
must contain a redex. Cl 
A.lO. Lemma. Zf target expression E is stack single-threaded, and (E, st) a* (E’, st’), 
then for any occurrence of ( ) E Env in the innermost open block of E’, if ( ) is assigned 
level n by decorate-level, then st’ has exactly n levels. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of E’. 0 
A.11. Lemma. I+Q~,I( E  st) =$* E’ ifl (E, st) a* (E”, st”) and E’ = #,( E”, st”) 
Proof. The proof is an induction on +. We carry along the invariant assertion that 
redexes in (E, st) and $T,( E, st) are in one-one correspondence. Hence, we treat 
both the “if” and “only if” parts of the proof simuitaneously. Consider the redex 
in (E, st) (or &, (E, st)) that is contracted: 
(i) a P-redex: If there are any free occurrences of ( ) E Env values in the target 
language redex, then by Lemma A.lO, the homologous argument in the intermediate 
language redex is exactly the value of the global stack. Since the innermost open 
block, where the redex resides, is single-threaded, the contractum contains no active 
occurrences of Env-typed subexpressions whose values clash with the value in the 
stack variable. Thus, the mapping of the contractum by +in yields the contractum 
in the intermediate language reduction, preserving redexes as well. 
(ii) (hmark. B)( ): The contractum in the target language is B; in addition, a 
new level marker is pushed onto the global stack. But no new bindings are pushed. 
Hence, all Env-typed values ( ) that live in the new, innermost block have level 
n + 1, but the stack having level n + 1 has the same bindings as did the stack having 
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level n. Hence, the target language contracturn maps to the same contractum in the 
intermediate reduction, preserving redexes as well. 
(iii) (release B): The contraction in the target reduction pops the stack down 
one level. Since a block expression is not Env-typed, and B is in normal form, by 
Lemma A.9, it has no free ( ) E Enu values, so the value of the stack is no longer 
required. Hence, the contractum maps to the corresponding one in the intermediate 
reduction. The contraction closes the block. Since outer occurrences of ( ) E Env 
have lower levels, $TI maps them properly, preserving redexes. 
(iv) a b-redex: All arguments to the redex must be in normal form. Those that 
are not Env-typed contain no free occurrences of ( ) E Enu values, by Lemma A.9. 
Any argument that is Enu-typed must have the current value of the Enu stack, by 
Lemma A.lO. If the contractum of the redex is not Env-typed, the correspondence 
of target to intermediate reduction is immediate. If the contractum is Env-typed, 
then the operator must be a stack push operator. In the target reduction, new 
bindings are placed on the stack, giving it the value of the contractum in the 
intermediate language, since the 
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